Abstract-This study attempts to exploit high-speed computing capability of cloud computing and smart phones to achieve vehicle management system running on golf carts. Our research use smart phones or tablet as car machines that provide an application of location-based services on the mobile device with GPS (Global Position System), wireless camcorder, Google-map, visualization information, graphical presentation to provide personalized service. This study allows users instantly to access the information and master the movement of cars. Additionally, the location of golf carts, surrounding environment, and personnel information are transmitted through a wireless network to the monitor center. Monitor center provides vehicles real-time services, the fleet management and caddy caring services. In case, the proposed mechanism performs well, this study adopts it on the other situation.
INTRODUCTION
With the evolution of mobile communications, this study would like to integrate the smart phone, tablet PC, GPS, Google Map, and Google GAE cloud platform into a vehicular management system. Each vehicle carries an android-based smart phone as a car machine that keeps sending its coordinates and service requests to the monitor center via wireless. Administrators browse the web site to realize each vehicle's location. Moreover, the vehicle can use blue-tooth to receive the status of the car battery, current, voltage and temperature, and then deliver the valuable data to the monitor center. Thus, this study will provide a more complete vehicular management service.
Our proposed system includes vehicle tracking, information services, history record and monitoring mechanism. Each vehicle carries a smart phone embedded GPS, 3G/4G and 802.11n that connect the satellite and Google map to process its latitude and longitude location or address translation. Each vehicle exploits the application to deliver its register time, car number, position and address to the Google cloud platform. The Google cloud platform is responsible for receiving the information from the moving vehicles, and storing the information into the data store. Thus, the monitor center performs the management and control functions.
The rest of this study is structured as follows. Section 2 indicates the system architecture, including the cloud computing and development software. Section 3 describes the proposed vehicle management system. Section 4 demonstrates our application and monitor center. Conclusions and future research are finally drawn in Section 5.
SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The session describes the architecture of our proposed system, including the software, hardware and platform. In order to achieve the implementation of vehicle management on cloud computing platform, this study reserves partial functions for the future extension. The following presents our system components.
(1)Hardware: The client and monitor center hardware use a smart phone and a notebook respectively. The detailed specification is shown in table 1. Google GAE cloud computing platform: GAE supports a Platform as a Service (PaaS). Users focus on the development of webpage, and do not need to concern the server condition, network bandwidth, database, and resources. GAE is responsible for optimizing its working environment. The figure 2 depicts the detailed infrastructure, and there are front-ends, application servers, data-store, memory-cache and Google API. The following describes the function of each part. Frontends: Frontends is a load balancer, and it is responsible for receiving the requests from browsers. Subsequently, Frontends allocate the request to application server or static file server according the priority and the URL of clients. In case, there is no any request matching the URL of client, and then frontends response a error message HTTP 404 "Not Found". The manager setups the service number of frontends named frontend instances. When the more the numbers of services that can offer the more the external request, and obtain faster responses.
Application Servers：
The application servers receive the requests from the frontend. Programmers exploit it to access the cloud data-store. Google adopts the big table to store data, or temporarily saves them into memory cache for improving the performance of accessing. Additionally, applications can use the application of GAE, such as URL fetch, task queue, mail, XMPP and images to reduce programming time. Static file Servers:
As browser requests static resources, such as CSS, pictures, Java script. Frontend will obtain them from the static file server, and the application server do not need to process for improving the read and process performance. The static file is configured in appengine-web.xml. Data-store： GAE data-store provides JDO (Java Data Objects) and JPA (Java Persistence API) two types of entity store standards. Programmer exploits these API to access Google cloud database named data-store. Data-store is an object oriented database, and it is different from the relational database. The entity data is stored into a class, and each entity has a unique key for the identification.
Our proposed vehicle management system compromises android applications and the monitor center in GAE platform. Each golf cart in golf course carries a smart phone equipped with GPS, wireless, and 3G/4G for connecting the satellite. After receiving the location, the smart phone sends its coordinates to the GAE. The client applications compose four parts as follows: Golf cart registers：The main function is to realize when the golf cart registers at the golf course. The monitor center records the related data into the center, such as battery status, maintenance time, driver and caddie. Receiving massage: The main function is to pass and receive messages between a golf cart and the monitor center. Navigation and Maps: The main function is to display the location and navigation for a golf cart. Mood graffiti: The main function is to provide users with a simple camera, image processing and photo storages. GAE cloud platform: The main function is to provide monitor center receiving a smart phone with its coordinates, address and valuable information, and stores them into the Google data-store. In additional, the monitor center instantly displays the real-time location of a golf cart, surrounding weather and traffic conditions on the monitor. 
. GAE platform
Initially, when the golf cart registers, the portal shows up the login screen, as shown in figure 5 . The main screen displays the golf cart's number, coordinate, 3G/4G signal, every 60 seconds recording its coordinate, and the button of displaying history coordinates. When the golf cart moves, the system real-time updates and synchronizes data on cloud platform to achieve monitoring capabilities. The following describes the procedure of our application.
In this study, we obtain the current coordinate via location sensor, and then this study adopts tiny-webdb to record and share the car trace information. We build up the database on the cloud in advance, and store the golf cart's coordinate every 60 seconds. The users or monitor center can view the information on http://myappcom32.appspot.com to ensure the correctness of the writing data. Figure 6 indicates the selected car number, and the application reads the history data from the Google data-store. In additional, the application exploits web viewer to call Google map functions to obtain the static map and the path of history, as shown in figures 7,8 and 9. In additional, the corresponding program block is as shown in figure 10.
When the golf cart starts the vehicle management system, the smart phone keeps watching the information from monitor center. In case, any information is sent from monitor center, and the smart phone instantly displays on the screen. The driver or player is absent, after 10 seconds, the monitor center resends it to the caddy's smart phone, and ensures the message is arrival. This function exploits the following components, such as textbox_receiver, textbox_msgbody, button_send, texting, and notifier, as shown in figure 11 .
In case, the driver needs help. The driver just presses the button (button_send), and then obtains the code and text from the texting component. This study also uses "texting.message.received" event to process the received message. Simultaneously, the screen popup the receiver: 5554 and the content "This is a book".
The implementation of the navigation and map on a test bed, we need the smart phone with GPS. When golf cart moves into the golf course, the smart phone obtains its coordinates and start recording its moving record. Initially, the application calls the location sensor to obtain the current position, and then use web viewer to start the Google map and mark the current coordinate, as shown in figure 12 . Subsequently, the application saves its position into Tiny_Web_DB in smart phone. After that, the application initials the activity starter and calculates the path between beginning and destination place. Finally, the results are displayed on the screen. The corresponding program block is as shown in figure 13. 
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Interface agent： It takes charge of login and logout request. The moving golf cart uses smart phones to locate its coordinate, and sends its longitude and latitude back to monitor center via http request. After receiving the message, interface agent stores the received data into Google data-store. The data store adopts an object oriented database and maintains the table as an active list for golf carts, as shown in figure 16 , and provides real time displaying service.
Record agent: When the interface agent and message agent receive the longitude and latitude, time or text message. It takes charge of accessing and modifying the GAE data-store.
Display service：This agent is responsible for displaying the active list from data store, and marking its place on the web page at monitor center. The markup message includes the weather, address, traffic situation, as shown in figure 17.
Message service agent: It exploits http request/response methods to send and receive text message between golf carts and the monitor center. It stores the received message and store into the data-store for later analysis, or display message on monitor web page.
Our cloud-based vehicle management system owns the following operational procedures. When the golf cart starts the vehicle management system, the system sends its current coordinate every 60 seconds to the interface agent and the interface agent send it to the record agent. Finally the record agent saves it into data-store. The monitor center connects the web site and watches each golf cart in the golf field to realize the route path of each golf cart. In additional, the monitor center can also real time displays the position, map, weather and traffic situation of each golf cart. The detailed information can be seen via the URL on 5887484.appspot.com.The red spot indicates the allocation of each golf cart, when user clicks on the spot, it shows up the current location of the golf cart, When a user requests services, he uses the smart phone to send a request to the monitor center. As the interface agent receives the request, it delivers the request to the message agent. Subsequently, the message agent sends the user's coordinate and request to the record agent to store the information into data-store.
The implementation of the vehicle management system on GAE platform：
Here, we use Eclipse IDE to design the monitor center. Simply, the application executes receiving data from golf carts, storing data into the GAE data-store, and displaying the location of car. This study divides the program into three parts, including model, view and controller (MVC), as shown in figure 19 .
(1)Web page view:
JSP (Java Server Pages) is responsible for showing a page on the screen. Also, we can embedded the dynamic page into html, and dynamically shows data. GodfCartMap.jsp is the code for showing the golf cart location via map.
In golf-cart-map, this study uses Google maps API v3 command to design the display map, golf carts and marked position. The path of a moving golf cart is stored into active-list in data-store. After executing GolfCartMap.jsp, the screen displays the following map, as shown in figure 20.
(2)Controller:
Controller program is used to deal with the request from the browser, receive and process the input message, and integrate the other components to response the request. This study uses Java servlet to implement the control program, and there are three parts, including interface service, message service, recording service. The detailed presentation is as follows: Interface service:
It deals with the login and logout service from smart phone, including Login-servlet, Post-GolfCart-Report-Servlet, and LogoutServlet. As receiving a login request, login-servlet checks the number of the golf cart, and responses welcome message. When the post-golf-cart-report-servlet receives a post request, it resolves the input of the number of golf cart, latitude, longitude, status and report-date-time-data, and then packets them into the golf-cart-report and active-list data object, eventually storing them into data-store. When receiving the logout request, log-out-servlet responses welcome, and delete the golf cart number from the active-list.
(3)Message service:
The message service is responsible for the request from smart phone. Google GAE provides with Mail, API, XMPP Services. This study uses message servlet to deal with the request and responses the acknowledgement. Recording service:
This service stores golf-cart-report and active-list entities into data-store. Also, it responses the request from browser's list, and displays all golf carts' history. The record service includes PMF, DB-utils, and list-golf-cart-servlet. PMF is an interface of the JDO. DB-util is an application for accessing data-store, and the list-golf-cart-servlet responses the request of a list. After querying data-store, it displays all information. Additionally, the web.xml is configuration file in Java EE and servlet, and this study uses it to define the relation of servlet and URL in out program. Eventually, Eclipse creates it when building a new project automatically at war/web-inf/web.xml. The programmer needs to modify it for a running environment. In this study, our proposed applications focus on dealing with the user requests and vehicle management in real time. Through the history of activity and record, we can analysis the behavior of vehicles. Thus, the proposed system provides effective and hospitality customized services. Moreover, the golf resources can be optimized at allocation and operation. To enhance the safety and reliability, this study will combine the golf cart with wireless sensor to detect the surrounding environment, tire pressure and golf cart maintenance. Thus the manager can save human power, financial and material resources. After revising the proposed system, we will adopt it on intelligent transportation, logistics, and storage management library. In the future, this study will enhance the functions to achieve the environmental protection, nature conservation, public medical and health caring.
